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STORY SUMMARY

Jim and Cindy Green are a young couple who long to have a family of
their own. Cindy works at the Crudstaff House and Pencil Museum. Jim
works at the Stanleyville pencil factory, which is in the process of being
closed. Jim and Cindy are unable to have children, even after pursuing
every medical option. Saddened by their recent medical visit, the Greens
make a list of everything they had wanted their child to be, hoping that
this list will help them move on in their lives. They bury the list in a little
box in their garden and go to bed.

On a dark and stormy night, something extraordinary happens. Wakened
by the thunder of the storm, Jim and Cindy find a small, muddy boy
running around their house. When he introduces himself as Timothy, the
only boys’ name on their list of baby names, they realize that by some
miracle, Timothy is the child they wanted but could never have. Stunned,
Jim and Cindy can only accept Timothy into their home without question. For the Greens, it doesn’t matter
where Timothy came from. All they know is that Timothy is their child and they are his parents.

Timothy changes everything for the Greens and their town of Stanleyville. He inspires his parents to
create a pencil out of leaves, which helps the whole town keep their jobs at the pencil factory. His
cheery, naive disposition melts even the hardest heart. Through all their adventures as a family, the
Greens make many mistakes and learn a lot about parenting. At the end of the film, Jim and Cindy
discover that Timothy was only meant to be with them a short time. The Odd Life of Timothy Green
is a touching story about love, family, and the power of adoption.

LIFE THEME: THE UNEXPECTED CAN BRING LIFE’S GREATEST GIFTS

Timothy—a boy with green leaves on his legs and a cheery disposition—is an unexpected child. When he
arrives, he changes his parents’ lives so completely that they can’t imagine life without him. Timothy’s
life is a gift for the Greens—a special time for them to see that they could love any kid despite his flaws.
Timothy is everything they wanted, but not at all what they expected. For one thing, he has leaves
growing out of his legs. 

TEACHING THE CULTURE OF LIFE:

The Odd Life of Timothy Green   
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Jim and Cindy struggle as new parents, learning whether to fight Timothy’s battles with the mean kids at
school or with his soccer coach who won’t let him on the field. The Greens tried for a child of their own, but
Timothy makes them realize that a child’s background doesn't matter to them. Any child they could ever
adopt would feel like theirs from first sight. Even though they don’t know where Timothy came from or how
he got there, they still love him. If he has any medical or physical issues, the Greens are prepared to deal
with them, no matter what the cost. They want Timothy to grow, succeed, and dream like any normal kid.

Bragging about her own children, Cindy’s sister Brenda tells Cindy that adopted children are not normal—
that their parents gave them away because they were not wanted or had some problems. But Cindy
understands how it feels to not be able to have children, so she knows that every child is a wanted child
and a gift. Each human life is so unique that no two people are alike. Each of us has the potential to touch
other people’s lives and change the world in ways we could not imagine. Bit by bit, Timothy melts the heart
of proud Big Jim, makes Uncle Bub laugh, and puts confidence in creative but misunderstood Joni. Every
time Timothy touches the heart of another person, he loses a leaf from his legs. He only has so many
leaves—only so much time to affect the lives of the people around him—but he makes every interaction with
another human count. 

Timothy may have been a surprise to his parents, but he was the greatest gift they could have imagined.
As Timothy tells Cindy and Jim, “You were always ready to be parents.” In today’s culture, people delay
having kids because they feel unready. As the Greens learn, there is no moment when you suddenly
become ready. God sends children as a gift, but not always when a couple feels ready to have kids. Many
women today don’t realize that an unexpected child at a seemingly impossible time can be the greatest
miracle they will ever experience. Many women would choose life for their child if they only knew the joy
that a new child would bring. Parenting is challenging, but as we learn from the Greens, it opens up a
whole new world full of adventures, miracles, and surprises.

HOW CAN I APPLY THIS TO MY LIFE?

Part of living the culture of life is seeing the uniqueness of each individual and committing to promoting
human life in every person we come in contact with. Sharing the culture of life on a daily basis might be 
as simple as eating lunch with someone who always sits by themselves, smiling at a stranger, or
complimenting a friend. Like Timothy, we need to realize that we can have a positive effect on every person
we come in contact with. We just need to make that choice. Our time on earth is relatively short compared
with eternity with God in heaven, so we need to make every interaction count. We need to ask ourselves,
“How am I preaching the culture of life to those around me today? How am I showing others that life is
precious and a miracle? How am I seeing Jesus in every person I meet?” 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How do Jim and Cindy picture a child of their own? How does their picture change by the end 
of the film?
They want a child they can brag about to Cindy’s sister and their friends. They want a child who is the most
talented kid on the block (who kicks the winning goal). By the end of the film, they realize that they don’t
want a perfect kid—because no kid is perfect! They begin to understand that they will love and be proud 
of any child in their home.

2. How does Timothy’s honesty get him in trouble? How does his honesty change things for the
whole town?
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Timothy is honest to a fault. He tells the truth about people, like Cindy’s boss, without any sugar-coating or
thought to their feelings. When Mr. Crudstaff, Jim’s boss, claims he designed the new pencil, Timothy
cannot help but correct him to say that it was his parents who designed it. Timothy’s honesty convinces the
factory board to produce a new kind of pencil based on his parents’ design.

3. Why do Jim and Cindy compete with other parents? What do Jim and Cindy learn from this mistake?
Jim and Cindy want to show up Brenda and the other parents who continually brag about their own
children. When Jim, Cindy, and Timothy go to Brenda’s music concert and everyone finds out that Timothy
is not musical (like his parents bragged), Cindy and Jim feel embarrassed at first. They also learn that it’s
okay if Timothy has different talents than everybody else. He may not be musical, but he has a good heart,
a willingness to please, a talent for art like his mom, and a cheery disposition that melts even the hardest
heart. Jim and Cindy realize that they should be grateful that Timothy is a unique individual with talents
that no one else has. 

4. What realization makes Jim and Cindy choose adoption?
Just before he leaves, Timothy reminds Jim and Cindy that they were always ready to be parents, even
though they are far from perfect. Having Timothy in their lives helped Jim and Cindy see that they don’t
have to be perfect in order to have a family. Their experience with Timothy showed them they didn’t have to
be afraid of being parents. Feeling inadequate at the beginning of the film because of their struggles with
infertility, the Greens come to realize how much taking care of Timothy has prepared them.

5. Why do you think the Green’s story impresses the adoption agency enough to approve their
application for adoption?
Throughout their story, the Greens showed that they made many parenting mistakes, but they also showed
that they were willing to love any child in their home unconditionally. Their acceptance of the gift of life
impressed the agency enough to allow the Greens to adopt a little girl.
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